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State to Charge
Fees For Serum

Tryouts For ’Ye

The time has come for a

Deadlock
Causes Delay
yesterday In Selection
I7ote

While students and faculty members were reading
about the college immunization program, Miss Margaret Twombly,
head of the health department, received word from Dr. Dwight Bissel, San Jose health officer, that it would be impossible to obtain
free typhoid-paratyphoid serum from the state. This will make it

cittx’

Mibiliirreo co

to the aid

of their college!
Bob Wyckoff, production director of Revelries, annual all -student
production, thinks so, anyway.
Tonight is the night of opening tryouts for -Ye Gods", the 1951
lei,.
-----4,Fte.11w. till %A hail govs
the public April 11-14, inclusi(e.
To outs are slated for 7 30 p.m.
sharp in Morris Dailey auditorium.
"There is ro.im in Revelries for
anytiri, who el n sing. dance, drive
a nail or pain, a backdrop." Wyckoff indicated. "Students don’t
has., to have press clippings or
an priA.ious experience to try out
for the show. Everyone will get

Unable to muster the necessary
two-thirds vote foi appointment,
the Student Council yesterday afternoon was forced to delay filling the vacant council post of junior class representative.
necessary to charge 75 cents inAt next Tuesday’s meeting, the
stead of 50 cents for the smallcouncil will choose between Beth
pox. diphtheria, tetanus and tyCalvin and John Moeller. Repeat440.4
ed votes yesterday to decide which
phoid-paratyphoid immunization.
the sans’ opportunity to make
5d
of the pair would get the job
good. Health conditions in the Sacratwo-thirds
the
failed to produce
Particularly needed are dancmento and San Joaquin valleys
rewere
also
margin. Applications
er., according to Vvonse (iii!and
Meeker
as the result of floods earlier
ceived from Barbara
est.’, choreography direct or.
Charles Benson, but these officethis winter are responsible for inse h tee+s he lia
Anine.
By DICK RUTHERFORD
seekers fell behind Calvin and
ability of Dr. B.ssell to obtain the
sense of rhythm is ((illy
WANTED: All San Jose State Moeller in an elimination vote.
apply for (laming roles. At least
typhoid -paratyphoid serum withThe ASB constitution stipulates
college employees are being round10 scenes in the t St 0 -get COMM
out cost to the college. Consethat two-thirds approval by the
WYCKOFF
BOB
ed up for fingerprinting in constill incliule singing and dancentire council must be given for
quently, the cost of this serum
ing." MiMi iiiineste revealed.
nection with a state regulation to appointment. Mike Barchi, senwill have to be added to the total
"We will need plenty of dancinclude a personal description in ior class representative, was abers with that kind of a set-up."
charge for the complete immunizthe educational break-down. The sent from the meeting yesterday.
Vocalists also are needed in
science
social
ation.
Johnson,
Jinx
order, the first of its kind in the
great number. Pete Phillips, Res Miss Tvrornbly said yesterday colleges criminal file history, has major from Hayward, was apdries music director- announced.
ASB equipment custodian.
that students who had had ty- been put out to all campus head- pointed
Phillips currently is in the proHe was the lone applicant for the
phoid or tetanus "shots" last year quarters by chief of the employee post resigned last week by Keith
cess of writing several original
tunes for "Ye Gods". The job of
should get a "booster" this year hunt, E. S. Thompson.
Kerwin. Jinx, a member of Alpha
Today is the deadline for organ- vocal director is open and candiPhi Omega, assisted the two previas protection against these disThe rundown will include the
constitutions
their
file
to
izations
dates will be interviewed tonight,
ous custodians.
eases. Those who have not been
350 state college teachers and 200
Action on the Ski club’s $500 with the Student Court, Prosecut- Phillips said.
vaccinate against smallpox for two
emphaLister
Herb
ing Attorney
Director Wyckoff appointed
or three years are advised to be other employees who will be taken budget was postponed for the secsized yesterday.
Toni Mullan to the poq of Rcvaccinated next Tu esda y. "If into custody in the next three ond time. The Board of Control
warning
initial
Lister issued an
strongly allergic, you should have days from 9 to 11 a.m. and from voted down the budget yesterday. Friday to 14 groups which have elries public relations head last
treasurer,
week. Mullan is a junior and
this immunization done by your 12 to 3 p.m. Junior college and Pete Cirivillicri, ASB
council will postpone not complied with the ASH reguhalls from Palo Alto.
own physician,"
Miss Twombly state college assistants have been said. The
lation.
released from any suspicion in the decision on the Board’s recomadded.
The hudigut for the prode.1 Len
file
Warned of their neglect to
roundup. The lineup will be held mendation until Ski club repreSii,i; !,t
the
were: Lambda Chi was preset:1.4i to
constitutions
from.
are
heard
sentatives
in the Education building hallway
II 1!
Kappa Alpha, Gamma ("outwit )1,10rday 113:
Pi
Alpha,
Revelries.
for
$1748
of
budget
A
today. the Home Economics buildhum nes. rtii
\ el it’
Phi Beta, Black Masque. Phi Eta DOV, it,
ing hallway tomorrow and the submitted by Henry Down, busiSigma, Spartan Shields, Flying 21)
pro-,
student
the
of
director
ness
College Information office Friday.
club, International Relations club.
If necessary, the breakctown will duction. received council, approv
Epsilon Nu Gamma, Alpha Deita,
continue Into next week to grab The Revelries Board and Gra
’late Manager okayed the budget Gamma Alpha Chi. Entomology
allypoesisesirbdlaev ssus
club, Philosophy club. and FoienOfCompounds
were run Monday.
roundupets
Charge. Dela V
Mid -winter quart e 1- election sics club.
through the mill in Room 102 of
ConstitUtions should be deliverAn interesting series of exhibits the Natural Science building, one dates were presented by Bob Mad showing uses of electricity, class every four minutes and about 13 son, ASH vice-president. Thurs- ed to the ASH of lice in the SBA- I ‘
and copper compounds is currently. an hour, according to Glen Gut- day, Feb. 1 has been designated dent Union or left in Box P in the 1 11 ’al
day with Coop, Lister advised.
on display in the first floor ex- tormsen, information file inspec- nomination
’ The
Oreanizations which do not file
hibit cases of the Natural Science tor. The description files will be voting to be held Wednesday.
thou- constitutions as requested Yesterday :,!
building.
turned over to the identification I Feb. 7.
will be subpoened to appear before several incidcnis
Largest of the displays is a lay- section of the state department of
reported by students and
the court. Luger said,
out provided by the Fiberglas cor- justice at Sacramento for futherj
an NMI)
Next meeting of the court is rtte7shlwnirtgias:leed unfair 1,1 10
poration, showing the manufacture examining after they have been
;,
Student reported at San Jose Stat.
Friday at 1:30 in the Stud
and uses of spun glass fillers.
cleared at local headquarters.
Union.
sample materials used in the
It is suggested that all those
Nil-. Elmo Robinson. Faii-o, :
fiber manufacture are contained
under surveillance wash off any
,
mnut tee chairman. reported t hat
in small gisas dishes. surroundevidence tot their trade before beGRADUATE toN JOB
he had taken action on certain
ing these various tpes of sand
ing fingerprinted.
rases or had conferred with .thi
Ross Massey, who graduatid
are pictures and printed matter
la4sons involved. The committee
from San 41144. State college last
WASHINGTON, Jan. 16- (UPI
describing the many uses to
Defense Secretary George C. month, is now working for the discussed earh ease.
which the product is put. A
Marshall asked Congress yester- San Bernardino sun. The sun
A commumration from thi VP inbackgrouhd chart in blueprint
day not to put any ban on how he Is one of the largest "dailies" in structors regal ding the ci iii
form depicts the assembly line
iidiei.
Bernardino
San
the
18-yearincluding
draftees,
uses
Art 75, was discussed at
method of producing fibergiaa
Massey Is a 25 -year -old vet- length by the committee. Immedimaterials at the nearbs Santa
San Jose State college’s campus olds if they are drafted.
from
San
graduated
lie
eran.
been
have
members
Committee
ate action was delayed, himesi
Clara plant.
suffered a few scars and bruises,
additional
int. irmat Hai
Across the hallway is a more but nothing serious, in the process thinking of approving the draft- Bernardino junior college before pending
he
present
At
SiiPiC.
coining
to
sendbut
not
ing
of
18-year-olds
concerning circumstances and subdetailed drawing of a typical pro- of receiving a slight face lifting
duty
assignment"
"general
on
Is
are
they
until
overseas
ing
them
sequent developments in the niatduction scene, showing the differ- which turned out to be a new
for the Sun.
19.
ter.
ent aspects of the working process. archway.
Graphically illustrated are the
Some of the lawns were damThe Fairness committee is comt’P
PRESTIGE
AMERICAN
places in a plant where materials aged by the construction equipposed of the following Mr RobinTruman’s
LONDONPresident
are filtered, spun and formed into ment, with the aid of heavy rains,
son. chairman, Dr. Donald Alden,
the finished product.
but they will be replanted soon, proposed defense spending sent
English department. Dr. Leo Kit. to
a
Europe
prestige
in
American
Samples of fiberglas uses are in- according to Mr. Byron Bollinger,
by. Social Science department ; Dr.
budget,
His
yesterday.
high
cluded in the exhibit. Articles superintendent of buildings and new
Arthur Williams, Natural science.
most of it for defense and foreign
which may be seen include several grounds.
department; Dr. Ruth Tiedeman.
and
tired
of
coke
you
Are
of
flood
and
a
headlines
types of insulation materials,
The area between the science aid, won
Psychology department.
cheeseburgers for lunch? Are you
cloths, and reinformed plastics.
building and the library from the editorial tributes in most EuroDr. Margaret Letzter, Speech
a
repay
for
time
to
too
pressed
pean
newspapers.
Also on display are some of quad to Fourth street will be levdepartment: Mr. William Gould,
openTomorrow’s
date?
luncheon
the more intricate types of eled and new lawn will be planted.
ing of the tea room in the Home Journalism department; Marian
glassware used in chemistry
Lawns bordering the new walk- WE MUST STI(’It TOGETHER
Gale, Robert
LONDONGen. Dwight D. Eis- Economics department may be the Hofmann, Barbara
laboratories. Weird shapes of ways and the area where the old
For Pettengill, and Seymour Abraglass rods, bowls, flasks and walk to the science building was enhower said yesterday that neith- answer to your problems.
something nearby, yet different in hams, student representatives.
tubes are shown.
removed will also be replanted. er the United States nor any other
luncheon atmosphere, the tea
Science Exhibit*
The athletic field adjoining the country in the free world can afOne set-up illustrates the pro- men’s gymnasium is to undergo a ford to pull out of the common room is the place to go.
A three-course meal for 90
cess in which cooking shortening new planting in certain areas also, alliance against Soviet Imperialism. Eisenhower said that the cents will be served at 12:30 p.m.
is obtained through the hydrocame in with a rill fare
free world must stick together and Tuesdays and Thursdays during
genation of vegetable oils. Actual
afternoon
lie apoloyesterday
to
according
quarter,
winter
the
no country, regardless of strength,
equipment as would be used in the
gized all over the place for makcan afford to pull away from the Mrs. Fern Wendt, tea-room manlaboratory for the experiment is
Betty lehishita will be ing such a drast le mistake Seems
ager.
The following students should others.
included in the case.
hostess at the opening tomorrow. he was looking in he ersstal tail
Persons who get a thrill out of report to Room 13A immediately,
Raz. upside down and got the wrotr...:
seeing things work might well according to Ralph J. Smith, Engi- INITIATIVE APPROVAL URGED Ruth Baumgardner, Anne
Instead of T’uesday’s
SACRAMENTO - Republicans, Louise Lapp. and Marie Bays also forecast.
take a look in the case holding neering department head.
he go’ today’s SO if you
Borchers, Norman I.; Dinapoli, Democrats and "non partisans" will be hostesses throughout the weather
Contained
electrical apparatus.
read the paper yestertho. lust re are six instruments each depicting Frank; Frame, Herbert C.; /kr- yesterday urged approval of an quarter.
The tea-room, open to both fac- member the report and act acan experiment. Push buttons out- bord, Rex J.; Harkness, Donald E.; initiative prohibiting cross filing
a cordingly.
side the case may be operated, Hope, Donald E.; Huking, Harry by political candidates while the uity and students, is featuring
Miss
making each section of the display W.; Humphry, Donald; Jenkins, resolution asking that Pacific display of oil paintings by
the is situated next to the cafeteria
go into action_ An array of dials, Richard A.; Lewis, Donald; Mey- Coast Conference colleges lift Joyce Bolton, director of
in the Home Ec building and is
meters. magnets, coils and gauges ers, Richard S.; Peck, Albert 0.; television ban on football won pre- nursery school of the Home Economics department. The tea-room open only during winter quarter.
liminary approval.
Smitherum, Edgar W.
has been included.

State Orders
SJS Round-up
For the Files

ASB Court Wants
Club Cons! t ut ions
In Their Files Now

Exhibit Shows I
Industrial L se

Group Studio.

Congress May Put
Ban on Draftees

1)aittaged Lawns
To Be Replanted

Home Ec Sets
Lunch Hours

The Weather

Must Report

.5.’,.-
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American Society
Causes Neurotics
Sass Psseh Head

S 1N JOSE STATE COLLEGE
By D. DIXIE WISE
"E..eryrine is, Just a lath- n,-:F.e si-ed dans lite is. issesclahre Students et San Jos. ’Pee ceases. *scurf Settreter sod
rotic today because it’s just
atoms is. ca 3 /OW Wilt 000 112100 &elms 444IK Pt 41 II1 ermleetan week
recent iy
way
American
stated Dr. (7. W. Telford. head of
the San Jose State college Ps’. etiology and Philosophy &pal I.
Fee. P.b,icetioes &Odin.; 10931 on E. San Canon street.
men?,
Press of the Globe Printing Co., I445 S. First st-eet. San Jose
In backing up his statement Dr.
Advertising Dept., Est 211
Telepones: CYpress 4 -4414 Editorial, Eat. 210
Subscription Price $2 51 per year or $1 per quarter for no. ASII cord holders. Telford explained that the victims
of Aniertc-an society are competBILL ERNSTBusiness Manager ing with each other and in the
DAN HRUBYElitor
Pat Patricks
Make-up Ed.r. this issue
process imbue themselves with the
-bigger-and-better" complex. -And
Monte
Angius,
e,.
Jack
Long,
Peoicks, Glenn Itrotsn, Al
M. ,0 Ed’s,-, it is this competition which often
-...
FrDayton
produces the frustration that
Frd
Pelts.
Dayton,
Monte
Brorrn.
Glenn
.-’s,
Rich
Jordan.
A
D..&_104,
r
makes a neurotic individual." Dr
RI Weld,
;r, a. des Roy Hurlisert. Robb. Woodsid. Mel Gagnon, Arcieth Telford says. He says that AtniiRutioirford. Dian Moyers. Fred Westphal. Jackm wafts from the time they start
Erickson C1 .1 ‘:.enierich Cliff Mejrirsle Harold Borchert, Po Patrick, kindergarten are hit with the idea
Doens, Fran &rots. lob Quinlan, Cadrin Pitts, Ian Wal- that if at first they don’t reach
Jong 11.-e...aL
should
Ray Hans their ultimate goal they
Jack Gallagher Photo Edit.,
i
Jack Angius try, try again and eventually thi
F.,,,d Burbank Wir How
Al Long might succeed.
Cherlemn Little Erchng Ed.tor
D. Diie Wise
About 90 per cent of all grail
Jerre Thomas Ciimpus Editor
Joct school children will answer t
Dot
F,,,- F44oto , ‘,-.- o.,, fttor
’
question, "What do you want
be when you grow up?" with sor
professional position. In mall? Dr Telford declares, only ak,,,
1u per cent can hope to be to,
lessionals. The other 80 per cent
will have to he satisfied with!
tt.. wonderful arches of the West, carved by
Nhen one VII
skilled labor positions or white
the
logic
comprehend
to
difficult
is
it
Nature,
,irtistic hand of
collar jobs.
which would compel men to chisel out the piece oi grotesque rock
This thwarting of goals, Dr.
-hat we now know as the new San Jose State college arch.
Telford believes can lead to neulocated between the Commerce wing and the Natural Science rotieism
Many persons feel if ,
building, the new archway couid replace the Colussus of Rhodes as thr!. don’t realize their goal. they I
wcinder of the world. As such, however, we must only wonder why have failed: if they aren’t on thel
top they are just no good
it -’as built that way.
Another American idiosyneracyl
No one can question the necessity of such a structure in its
pre’..-nt location, but one certainly *can ponder over which fate would which leads to frustrated individuals is the fact that America has
be more bearablethe archway we now have, or none at all.
no ’stInal St ra Ii ficat ion.’ as Dr.
From a distance, the droll artifice reminds us of a nightmare we
once experienced while sleeping under a dry creek bridge on the

Jr.(lshington Squares

Speech

aA

Associcied Cde6aie Press

Editorials

Underneath the Arches

Monterey highway.
Half the purpose of building the arch -as defeated when stairays were omoted. Although one hates to think of it, it would be
roosting to po- what would happen if the two adjoining buildings
r caught fire simultaneously. if. however, parachutes are provided,
will apologise tor this unwarranted criticism.
Doors to the archway passage are small, cabinet -like rectangles.
In the commerce wing near the archway’s East entrance, swinging
doors face each other in the hallway. As the doors open, they become
A blockade. If necessity ever requires rapid evacuation of the two
buildings, the doors will create a jam that will make the rock of
pebble in a deluge.
Gibraltar look I le
Why the arcl-itect omitted’ doors on the ground floor of the
buildings "underneath the arches’: also leaves us without an answer.
The archway has no veneer. Completely naked in its shivering,
grey dullness, the bizarre structure in no way resembles its distant
cousin between the library and reserve book room.
When Nature created the beautiful sandstone arches of Utah
And Arizona, she must have known that men would try to imitate her
works, and sometimes fail ridiculously. We can be grateful she had
the foresight to engender a remedy that would hide these eyesores
a

the ivy plant.

DR. C. W. TELFORD
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Telford calls it.
American boys
and girls don’t follow the occupation of their fathers as in other
countries They can do what they
want and many times they pick
the wrong thing to do and when
they diin’t Illake a MK-Tess ot it,
theake
y m
a mess of their lives
by teaselling neurotic." Dr. Tel lord hula’s,".
Dr Richard Kinn.% assistant pro (I ".’.,ii Of 1r44 (1101141ZY 4 prefers to
2121’41k 14 /0‘1St1iiS who are only
termini-at-11y frustrated as maladjusted Ile agrees with Dr Telboll that it is the "whole American way of life," that produces
maladjusted persons An ’’interpersonal strife.’ titistrated the
person and he no longer can make
the necessary adjustment to his
daily life
’Each person has his oon psychology weakness and until he
quits competirkg where he can’t
hope to succoed air -until he ad_
ji:ii.st,sahnsnirtt421
. itloaphipay.twavnudsiht i
io .
he may
actually ’become naurette.- Dir
Isls:
iti. says

1111111% $1 4t()41
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It )1.1.‘i \Via iii,Jan 16 i UP’
’Medical specialists. chltnPanice
ai let . ho ered closely
today
I aria:lid I ton
Uno
nterna t iona I Stoiliiis Simian star, and -fel ’it gr.:ant ic dcw s of
noracii
-rho
nic clunip is seri.;
ously ill is ith h.. fifth case of 1
pneumonia

"Come now, Smedley, everyone has to do it."

Federal Secretaries
Rely on Mr. Webster.
’ their dictionaries in high old glee
By liAltal.11 15. NICHOLS
and signed up.
4UP) - The
WASHINGTON
This year, auditions will be held
manudictionary
the
friends
best
among the applicants and the
long-sufare
the
have
facturers
cream of the crop will compete in
tering secretaries of Washington; the huge Interior department audibureaucrats.
torium.
The big wheels don’t think they
One of the latest in the crop of
are wheeling properly unless they ’odd words was "disinflation. jumble up their words so nobody something some big shot made up.
can understand them.
i Webster’s latest doesn’t list the
Some wag tagged the practice.] word so the best the common
"gobbledegook," which doesn’t .. people can do is to guess that the
mean much either. Here’s a typi-lofficial likely meant "deflation."
cal sentence which one secretary
I have just got my hands on
had to struggle with just this a sample list of the worlds that
week:
roll off the tongues of the
bureaucrats and is
govern"In order to determine if
leathers treated with water re- , ment workers are supposed to
be able to spell.
pellent materials other than
All were taken from official
the glseeride greaaes might has,’
higher ssater-sapor permeabili- utterings,
Here are the samples, along
ties. studies uere made nit!’
sitifonated oils, rubber, and with what the words mean in
English:
arrylate resin."
Simultaneou,
Ambivalence
That might’ mean a lot to a
marl tvho ’dials’ in glyceride attraction.
Ambulation -- Walking.
greases or sulfonated oils, but it
Anathematize -- Curse.
left me looking into space.
Breviary - - Prayer book.
Will, the season is approaching
when one outfit around here tries
Calefaction -- Warmth,
Contrapuntal -- According to
to kid gobbledegook into oblivion.
The Washington Times -Herald the rules of counterpoint.
Coefficient -- Joint agent,
is getting ready to stage its second
annual golitiledegixik spelling bee.
Coadunate -- United.
Only gosernment oorkersi-Coalesce - Mingle.
those who feel most of the misConcatenation --- Series of
ery of contusionare eligible.
united links.
Last year, the bee, said to have
I won’t have to worry about
been the biggest single spell - covering the bee this time, The
doss is in history, almost got out of boss is down on me for what I
hand. When the contest was an- did last year. I had the word
flounced and attractive prizes were "misspell" wrong. But it’s right
offered, the secretaries and other this time,
hirelings of the bureaucrafts left
I just looked it up.
1

THRUST and PARRY
Editor’s Note: A second letter on the
follow;ng subject was received in the
Spada, Daily office Monday, but is
not being published for two reasons:
First, the writer used
fictitious student body card number; second, he is
not emnIled in th college this qua’tar. The "Thrust and Parry column
is open to all students who are registered in the college provided they
sign their letters with their names
and ASS numbers.

Illessittg/
Dear Thrust and Parry and
DrIfTyo.
ii.ssNa
illl(
apardiriml.m.. y bluntness,
I would like to take this opportunity to suggest that your colunit). "Just Among Ourselves" be
rehabilitated or discontinued. Reason’,
When an article, or opinion,
such as was published on Friday
DETECTING MADE EAST
SP( INANE I UPI -Detective F
B. Meader made his easiest arrest
ahen he opened his door and 34year -old :John J. Gallardi said he
hart heard Meader was looking for
him. ’The detective escorted Gallardi to the police station, where
he oas booked on a forgery
charge.

1

last is printed for student consumption, I would suspect that
perhaps it wasn’t your ankle you
broke. Perhaps it was occasioned
by a surplus of space in the Dail!.,
or both.
When situations resembling,
even vaguely, the present one in
Korea can be potentially termed,
"a blessing", and WAR becomes
an opportunity for personal development, tas if this opportunity’
were unobtainable elsewhere).
PLEASEas gentlemen are
often heard to say on leaving a
poker game, "cash me in."
I, and if I’m not mistaken a
good many others, prefer, under
the above prescribed conditions, to
hunt for that crisis or two that’s
"good for me", elsewhere, I do
however, speak only for myself.
and have as they say "been."
SUCH A "GOOD TIME."
Clarence L. Dilts
ASB 2261

SPARTAN DAILY
San Jose State College
Entersd as second class matter April
24. 1934, at San Jose California, loch’,
the .ct of March 3, 1879.
Full leased wire service of United Press.
Press of the Globe Printing Company,
1445 S. First St., San Jose, California.
Member, California Newspaper Publisher’s Assoc-Wipe.

Strip Tease
Contribution
To Theater

Mail & Fernail
Da:IN Exchange Page

(The following is a "lift" from the Brigham Young Universe. The
author is anonymous, his name being lost during the series of "lifts"
the article has gone through.)
ELEVEN STEPS TO SUCCESS
I. Always greet the instructor pleasantly, preferably with higher

title than hi should possess. Via
example, it he is an instructor.
call him a professor: if he is a
professor, call him a doctor; if
he is a doctor, don’t greet him
y-ou are too insignificant.
2. Find out his hobby, study up
on the subject and then draw him
out with well -planned questions.
3. Be sure to raise your hand
on all occasions, even if you
don’t know the answer. This
will of course fool the professor
into thinking you are a brain
and he will mark accordingly.
4. Laugh at everything the instructor says. They like to have
their jokes laughed at. You may
have
trouble
in
distinguishing
their jokes front regular instructions ,so give a loud guffaw at
(Ala.!: opportunity.
5. If you must sleep in class trs
to look intelligent: that is to say.
wrinkle your brows and cover your
with your hands. The inst: uctor will think you are in deep ’
meal!’ .1 ion.
C. If the entire chess walks
out of the classroom when the
prof is 10 minutes late, be the
only one to wait. When the
prof comes in. he oill immediately see you are the only one
eager to ’obtain knowledge.
7. Beat around the bush when
reciting. Talk for long periods of
time on anything but the subject
at hand. This will. allow you to
show your wide scope of understanding and instructors simply
adore fertile minds.
R. Offer to wash the professor’s
car, to take care of his children
when he wishes to take his wife
out, and do any little job around
his house. Don’t, above anything
else, accept money for the task
and also you might try to impress
his family with your knowledge.
It is a common belief that professors’ wives hase much to do
with professor’s actions.
9. Carry a lot of large reference hooks around wherever you
go, M en to a eance or the 1110Vit-% since you ne%er know when
yen’ will bump into the prof.
This is tremendously impresIhP. Even if you are on a date,
bring the books along. Von can
always talk calculus to your
date or quote to her a little bit
of Shakespeare. This be guaranteed to work with college
10. Never take one book to
class; take either none or a load
of them: No text books will kid
the prof into thinking his lectures
are sufficient, and a bookstore
will make him think he’s making
the course tough. Either flatters
him a great deal.

Science Profs Fill’
Pay Compensation
By LEN WALLACH
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
put the skids to colleges last week
when they announced that the
average scientist in industry and
government gets about half as
much pay as the average scientist
teaching in college’s and universities.
This fact was long known by
members of the San Jose State
collega faculty, but just the same
they welcomed the idea of publicity showing their plight.
Some local prodessors agree
that alti
gh industry and goYvelment pay a great deal more,
nothing giyPI
them as much
sat Mac! ion as leaching.
(iii,’
protessor stated that he would
ey en be willing to take a reduet
in pay so as to keep teaching

The strip tease and the minsiii I
sAhmosts:Hchaare cotnhteri
twohunlis. to t hrteisar:

LAS
A

VEGAS. N.M. Jan. 15 (UP)

special casket was being confor

structed

today

Wetsel,

reportedly

William
the

P.

world’s

heaviest man.
The 57-year-old Clayton. N.M.,
resident

(This article was written by Dee Caruso and Gene Rosi of the
Syracuse university Daily Orange.)
Outstanding aclnievements of 1950:
Harry S. Truman receiving his penmanship certificate . . . Gov-

selopment of the modern theater.
according to a lecturer at LS(’ ernor Dewey’s re-election
. . . At Northwestern universits.
four former students were discharged from probation. They set
off a sulphur bomb in a fraternity
house. They will be "ex -students"
.
until September.

always a bridesmaid, never a president
1,i)()V.
.
41 to have his ecolle.;:.
lit ,.t Arng
career terminated by a dial t call
. . the United Nations Securits
council pros Wing the lightet side
of tlu war.
The Theater: Pinza’s debut on
First in a series 01 werkls tarn
that’s Sam MIMI’S
Broadway.
presentations under the direction
new delicatessen on Seventh as.’.
of the Audio-s isual department
Year’s longest
and Broady( ay
will be shown tomorrow taaming
.
run
I eon Heath, 52 yard,
o’clock.
in 1210 at 7:30
Best show stmt.: from "Soul Ii Pa The films, taken from the de- caw"
"Some Entiencheri
partment
library.
will
ineludi 1111W
"Pygmies of Africa," stois sit
The Cinema: Picture of the
aborigine tribe; "Marriage Todas."
year: -In 1114 Fort Thr,endefirst in a series on mail-Uweii
roga" . . . .%etor of the 1 ear:
lems; "California’s Golden Be win.1..1
y Weismulk(r
. . Rest
ning." a centennial film; and "Th.
support inf.; role: Jansen . . .
River." a film put out by the wiaBest musical comedy: "Songs ot
ernment on the history of the MisIwo Jima" .
. Best direction:
sissippi and life in that s alley .
"Turn right at the next vorner
Students and faculty are emit, d
and you can’t miss it
t
to attend
. . . Kest
"711 riecan I),,. i
. . 1114..et
lighting : "I e aslog lot"
, non-spealoing. role: Jane Wytmen
Sietei)
.11/ait
disappointment:
lear biggest
.1.en.: Wyman’s spcaking y

Audio-Visual
Shows Movies

Men oear less than N
at least in terms of Cost, says
the Uniyersity of Nevada Sagebrush.
The 110MP EC0110Mie%
department there made a surey
which reyealed that men spend
53.64 less than women do for
clothing hut they eat more food.
"
ExL’uliversits
The
Purdue
ponent reveals the trend in modern literature when it used eight
inches on the front page of a
recent issue to describe the adventures of Al (’app’s Lia Abner
to students who had not been able
to follow it during the holidays,
It

Shorts from other campuses:
the student hnerly president at
the University of Neo Nlexico
had his salary cut from $15 to
$’511 a
tit . . . Michigan State
college will have its oon tele. .
this
%Noon
system operating
month .
a l’41:11 furnace at a
1 !!!!! se at ti.raciese
fraternity
university
%cent .on the. blink
during a recent eold seas,’ and
lift theo members shiyering in a
frigid 30 degrees leintwratiiree.
in
The
s oho didn’t
Other faculty members are atwith friends oere forceol to eat
tracted to the low salaried l(’achin Overcoats, hats, gloves, and
ing field by the fortune they make!
mufflers. Their furnace is being
in the satisfaction of working with)
replace.d by an (oil burning one.
young individuals. One of these is
Dr. Raymond M. Mosher, dean of
From the Southern California
summer session. Dr. Mosher stated
that a person coming into the field Daily Trojan: "Who says it’s hard
should be fully aware that he to get in pewits?
According to the latest word
can’t make a monetary fortune in
it but he could make a fortune in froni ’20th Century -Fox studios,
the certain intangibles of teach- all you need is to know how to
speak Polynesian and you’re in. /
ing.
The picture that they have in
Professors at San Jose State
mind for you will be set in the
college all seem to feel that the
South Seas
the part that exists
loss in the buying power of their
only in the imagination and in
salary dollar is their noolin probHollywood.
lem. Dr. 6. A. MeCalimn, asThe only hitch to the deal is
biology,
sociate
professor
of
stated, "All we want I,. the same that you will NOT co-star with
i Dorothy Lamour. but merely act
relative salary in relation to the
buying power we had in 1940." I as technical adviser."
at
the
Stanford
students
Another proponent of the salRadio club ha Y .. reeely ed post
ary-buying power raise was Arcards hearing a pastel -colored
thur C. Kelley, professor of compicture of the Kremlin as ackProfessor Kelley stated
merce.
nowledgment of radio contorts.
that the faculty has suffered a The Russians are quirk to sign
severe loss in buying power due
off at the first mention of poll to the decline in the dollar since
ties though.
1940.
*

Manes Big Corpse
Needs More Room

$

Eisenhower-First Army
Veteran to Be Recalled

By AL LONG

ives Eleven t eps
For Student Success
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Ort,r itaitge(1 Car
Jan.

15 it.pl

J. F. Hayward is ready to take
drastic steps to protect his battta.ed automobile.

. . it...1
"Kin g

Soleimui’s

Tii:;tri...1.
’

-11t0000.."

simn,,.

Inn.,"
and "Tel,.

A...

.
ed ml:.
Hill
Joe (ailment, ,Johems W. -111,111
let ’s 41 amal re corol;
fighter oith the. most ill.
Joe Loins
ploirose to !elli.
.
Year’s Ince:est sport’

For the second Sunnily morning
Fur
in a row, he was awakened In. the’
sound of cruncnaig steel, int both.
i5’l’asit/LS. cars had tailed to turn
at an intersection in front of
lianartrs home, eare.T.ing on up NI-niuu
Sportswriters awards to. , ,41_
the driveway into }’.
I his
standing ensilage in 1951i
auto.
i prize: John KvIler. AP; se,.
’ prize: Frank Jones, INS; Thr
1f1
prize: Roy Swink. INS; and ’
1’ 1(11(1
tat ion
Eddie Arcaro. UP.
Iwit
Resolutions
NIA% VC:II
s
t ,,t
fraternity, will intai in Room 17
ii’,

A
at

7:30 Mondas

night, according ’

to (’la di’ Rutledge,
licity director.

fraternity pub-

A movie, "Arctic Survisal." will
he shown after the short lousiness
meeting.

All

interested members

of the student bods are ins ited to
attend, Rutledge said.
Of t leers of the as iation organization are: Ross Jacobson. president:

Norman

Bean,

vice-presi-

dent; (lair Tether. secretary: Paul
Nichols, treasurer;
torn),

The Harvard Lampoon. campus
humor magazine, found itself in
very unfunny position recently. A
state police lieutenant was assigned to investigate the "filthy,
obscene, and licentious- magazine
which was confiscated by Massachusetts police. A district judge
found the magazine "not fit" to
he taken home. The contents, according to the editor. were a collection of jokes and cartoons taken
front other college in:IL:a/au s.

rondo Pas-

of ftw tolloo Ing methatls: a. her l’ort ..;
Nayy ; e.
,.35t teitard.

the Arms hs ....

III ChM II III’
I will iis
a. fruit joie.. 1,.
inowiat
of Magnesia.
1..t
1551
Predictions
a l’usY ,’a t’ law mans
Ii’ :id ,’ suit
piano Was’’, skit,
will
his
t hfl
ats:d.
nastyts-U’
ha nueiti-st’
Andy will persist. loupaloo.:
nidy will head a chain of et:I-rate
narcotic stores hal childie ii. General MacArthui will be bik.s reverting his Cortegickii fag cued
jog

dress.

historian.

Closing Out Record Department
Popular
Classical
A

Records

1 2 OFF

Albums

rare chance to buy your fayorites

cc

THE HOME COMPANY
HURRY!
447 S. First t-

died of a chronic heart

ailment at Meadows Home for the

SPA [DING

Aged here yesterday. Ile weighed
slightly over 700 pounds and was

headquarters

11. The other courses to follow only 5 feet 4 inches tall. His waist
are: Use large words; sit in the measurement was 96 inches.
front row; look intelligent at all
times; write all your quizzes in
Ink; and disregard the slide rule,
making him think you can do all
the complicated figuring in your

Drop InTake Out!

head.

11’ ’orin Turns
The academic worm has turned
at the University of Miami.
At the end of the current college semster, the students will
hand their professors a report card
rating the quality of the professor’s instruction.
The cards will he unsigaed and
will be seen only by the individual
professor.
Professors will be "graded" on
fairness of tests, preparation of
lectures, clarity of delivery, ability to teach, and knowledge of the

Assorted Sandwiches
Open

HOT COFFEE

Thursday N1ghts
9:00

Desserts

Candy
Complete Box Lunches

SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH
135 E. San Antonio, off 4th

Spalding Bucks
or Saddles in brown

11.95

& wit!,

Spalding Loafers
antigued brown or red
Mena St,oes et rooms Store
71 South First Street

8.95
for !ten

BLOOM’S
135 South lThrst 5

1324

Lincoln AV t

.

F
I

Typical Teener Ogles Models
11- jilt Millinery Monstrosity
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Columbia Prof Joins
SJS Summer Staff

1111 ELIZABETH TOOMEY
NEW YORK, Jan. I6-(UP)-Men who get an annual laugh
out of the hats women wear had better move over to make room for
another highly -amused group.
the new
Teenagers, it seems, think this talk about

r.e.n Jose State college students who enroll in geography courses
; tee 1951 Summer sessien will get instruction from one of the
r- :t r4e,tinguished men in the field, Dr. George T. Renner, professor
-4,...:5raphy at Columbia university, according to Dr. Raymond M.
dean of Summer session.

r

forward

Dr. Renner will teach during the

..4poiltJ,

eettn
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TONVO, Jan, 16-II Pa-Kea:inning nett ’sundast. the Arms
rant. of "recruit" will he abolished .and replaced ht. "primate,"
the Vidjaatant 4.eneral 01’4:4-neva! 11e.1111111111arter% said hada).
til:It
lhe :annmincement
nen prat ales would he paid Si::
a month for lour maanth and
then nill h, nit:anted In the
aa,%I pat grade with
I a etwnge
in rank.
-

’Fl) Ilii Elects
Nevs Officers

St o Gregory leplaced Rob Pet.1 hi:atilt with tengill as Grand Magistrate of
t;i1nlitla Sigma. Tau Irelta Phi, campus honorary.
’III anti [’hi
organization. in election, 11.111 in the Tower meeting
place last t% eck.
I Mier Iii us 44 ricers elected were
!hook! Roth, magistrate; Richard
Jehrison. master of finance: John
Ifenselman, master of records;
and Ted Simonson, master of enitanet.
1...a-zur:.
AA but% lag
1)Ur to an expected drop in enri
i
roda%
announced that rollment. the tower fraternity an1,
require -minis with a team of nounced that entrance requirehas , beim lowered. Instead
rs with substitutes, ments
me
iti.ite in the howling of I he
average for a nunimurn
too, 1..iiiirnt I he held this 1111n1 ot 65 units, the requirements have
I. p
’I’ iii - 0,111 lie classified RC- been dropps.d to 2.0 for 60 units
. Di
KaMi’Ite. completed_
/.
Ill
kill
Mk.,
III) 110111/ will bi11.1,11:1,11,11
Tau Delta Phi meets every Frimateheil
day morning at 11:30 o’elock in
V:AA will be abli to help each the solitary confines of the Tower
numb,’
I". Va MI11 al ter
h4%.1 hat
P.,
ll lllll
of 10
and attended five practices.
Th. Char.:, is Ird cents per game
The .1"1111 111141, 1111n1 2 30 p rn
.tIp
t
m
con Wod011Sda)s at

11 44 Howlers
!t(1ld Tourney

DR. ANDREW GUTHRIE

Former SJS Prof
To Speak Monday
Dr. Andrew Guthrie, former
college faculty member, presentIN
employed at the U.S. Naval Radiological Defense laboratiny in San
Francisco. will speak on campus
Monday evening in [harm S112.
under the sponsin ship ot the student branch ot tie. Institute ol
Radio Engineers.
Dr. Guthrie’s talk will he concerned with defense against atomic attacks. An invitation has been
extended to students and the public by. Ray Scaffone. chairman for
the student sponsors.

Seniors Name
T tro Chairmen

Nancy Martin and Patricia Ryan
were appointed Senior orientation
chairman and after-game -dance
chairman, iespectively, at Monday
afternoon’s Senior council meeting, according to Ed Gaspar, class
president.
The council heard reports by
arious committee chairmen. The
over night was generally declared
a success and Gasper reported
that over 250 Spartans crowded
into the thi re lodges reserved for
the Seniors and Ski clubbers.
t1asper lauded Bill Cancilla for his
’fine work in organizing and arranging the reservations."
Councilman Dick MacQuiddy requested all members who ordered
’’tiiItom I
It. 1
1htth, sist.it..,:ptimiwill council keys to pick them up in
Is. given to th4. AWS tonight at ! the graduate manager’s office.
7 30 o’clock in Rimini 24 to wel-I-The balance on the keys is only.
stndont% who are $1 87. instead of $2.50, as previous eofne all w
on campus
their first (mai lei IN rcl",Ifed." he slated.
Imitations Kn.’. been !writ to
11Ius
Nds
AlAS presitleitt
.1
( 11 HAI /II Etta .1. 1
of tile Joan !tale !owe, Iii.’ Fork will take!
I Ip
AI
ill 41(15 :1111:1,..71 111 t Illti AWS -gettitly
‘wiener 11111:1111.rrlit.
go an illustrated talk On
National l’ark at .the Student N.
Each 44(1.1’ VII I %%In take chars’’’
meeting, tonight at 7 3ii o’clock. of a n..welurne)’ an d answr
e huh
Da% id F. Mitchell, assistant stu.41 4101(1111e it. Hon la li r. Student lineSt11111%
Int ha MPUS lit’’ and
%ill hp folk it t.".. Entertainment and r1.- dent police chief, has received
1 pe usident
held in the Student 1. 1.’72 S rrestmwots are also on the agenda orders to report to Camp Stoneman Feb. 12, according to Mrs.
:Nr%entli sire, t
Millie Knowles is chairman for the
Ruth Marsh. police school secreItr Edwards spent thi tttttt
e
rcept
ion
t are
as a ranizei-natUrallst In IA:n*101
The AWS business meeting will
Mitchell holds a reserve comNational Park, whet. 0.. took the be held at 430 p.m. today in Room
mission ot first lieutenant in the
sh11%% ii
nth /1 eft Piet lilfeS’tthat Wl III
24
Following the meeting, the infantry.
He held this rank in
torri111
a Mar 1,15,? i...1 Neste, cabinet will hold its quarterly dinWorld War II while seeing action
ii.,
ner in the office of Mrs. !Jetta with
the infantry in Italy and
: "c1.11 11.111tItIC. 011 Ile 1
*
Pritchard. AWS adviser. Plans fur t;ermany.
IA 11 1,111..,% 10. talk Iii’ -mil
the quarter’s act is dies will be cbsThe assistant chief and his wife,
cit.seti
, Grace. have a seven-months old
slaughter.
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The tile doorway of the Step
Pyramid. constructed in Egypt
more than 5000 years ago, is still
intact and is exhibited in the
Berlin Museum.

1 4,

for quick wruire it-;
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RESTAURANT

Sant,

Santa Clara Sfrelpf at 12th

Oilit

MAUER’S
CAFETERIA

or
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P.E. and Hee Major club: Meet
today at 7:30 p.m. in the Women’s
gym. Panel discussion by seniors.
Student Y: General meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. at Student Y.
Dr. J. Gordon Edwards will present illustrated talk on Glacier
National park.
Science Student Teachers: All
science nmjors student teaching
this qualify are to meet with advisers today at 3:30 p.m. in S210.
(’(’I’: Meet in 1114 today at
12:30 p.m. for beginning Bible
study. "Theri.fore Go."
Frosh V: Meet Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in the Student Y. All Frosh
invited.
Junior Class Council: Meet at
the Student Union at 3:30 p.m.
today.
Soph Hop: Subcommittee chairmen meet today in Room 11 at
3:30 p.m.
Fencing club: Meet in Women’s
gym today. at 330 p.m.
Eta Epsilon: Meet in Home Ec
building tonight at 7:15 p.m.
Engineering: All engineering
students planning to take I.A.
courses should pre-register today
at I.A. office,
O.T. club: Meet in B72 Thursday at 7:30 p.m. Please bring dues,
All 0.T. majors are welcome.
Bibliophiles: Meet tonight in
L212 at 7:30 p.m. Slides on Switzerland and U.S. National parks.
Everyone invited.
Spartan (li: Meet in Room 20
at 7 p in. tonight.
Senior Rail committee: Meet today in Student Union at 3:30 p.m.
Engineering Society: Meet Friday Mehl in the Student Union at
pm. for smoker. Speaker,
7131)
movies and refreshments.
Radio Guild: Members check the
bulletin board every week.
Sierra Club: Rock climbing section meet tonight at the YMCA at
7:30 p.m. Slides of previous climbs
will be shown
Rally committee: Meet tonight
in Room 24 at 7:30.

-EASY PARKING AT

Roberts
Typewriter Co.

Student Exhibits
Own Travel Films
Film slides of Switzerland.
Grand
Teton,
Yosemite,
and
Crater Lake national parks will
be shown tonight at 7:30 in Room
L212.
Mr. Robert Zink, San Jose Stat.
college graduate, will present the
films with an accompanying narrative.
This is the first of a series of
travel talks given this quarter
under the sponsorship of the Bibliophiles,

L. C.

Underwood
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.AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

from Monterey Park, Calif
a trip here for being chosen "most
typical teenager" on four West
Coast teen-age television shows,
and got invited to a very exclusive
preview of spring hats.
Hatless, wearing a sweater and
skirt and low-heeled shoes, Darali
settled herself expectantly in the
showroo m of hat designer Laddie Northridge, along with some
50 out-of-town fashion editors who
were attending Fashion Press
week.
"I’d like to be a model sonic day
myself," Darah whispered, "hut
we just never wear hats in California and I only wear high heels
when I go to modeling school."
The first model walked slowly
to the front of the showroom,
wearing a large black Milan straw
shaped like an inverted shallow
bowl and set squarely atop licr
head, so it jutted out! ober her
forehead . "The tambourin shape,’
Mr. Northridge explained.
The fashion editors smiled appreciatively, and Darah uttered a
single word "awful." Fortunately,
the designer couldn’t hear it. A tulip-covered picture hat and
another made of multi-coloied
flowers appliqued between lay.ei
of stiffened black net, brought incredulous stares, then delighted
chuckles from the only teen-age
member of the audience.
"Where would you wear those?"
she whispered. Asked if she would
consider wearing a hat on a date,
the high school senior reacted with
a shocked expression which proved
that at one time in a man’s life,
at least, his attitude toward
clothes is given first consideration.
"Oh, gee," Darah said earnestly. "If I came out in a hat I guess
my date would just go home."
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RadioProoTam
Honors Kappa
Sigma Kal)pas
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coda!

Kappa Sigma Kappa, national
social fraternity, was spotlighted
recently on the Regal Pale Danci
Date radio program tner a San
Francisco station.
The local California Delta chaprr. founded here in the Fall of
1947, was the topic of conversation, song dedications, and news
lor the entire half-hour program.
According to Jack Scheheries.
San Jose chapter president, all
sororities and fraternities in the
Bay area received letters during
the last few months asking if they
would like to be featured on the
nightly program, and, if so, to
send certain information about the
chapter. officers, history, and fat orite songs to the station.
Other sorority and fraternit:s
chapters in various colleges and
unkersities in this area have been

starred on the program, according
to Scheberies. "Many others Slit,
follow our program last night," he
said.

Candv Passed
To Announce
Plans to Wed
The traditional box of candy
was passed by Jeanette Gomes to
her San Jose State college sorority
sisters recently to announce her
engagement to Pfc. Charles Gaff,
U.S. Air Force, also of San Jose.
Announcements had been made
earlier at both the future bride
and bridegroom’s homes.
Jeanette is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph V. Comes of
Campbell. She attended Campbell
high school and is a sophomore
education major at the coPege.
Charles also attended Campbell
high school and San Jose State
college and is affiliated with
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity. He
ls-serving with theell.S. Air Force
in San Bernardino. His parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Percy S. Gaff
of Stockton.
The couple have planned no

definite date for the wedding.

Theta Mu Acquires
Scholarship Prize

iPARTAN DAUM

cide

Couple Reveal Weddin:r
ON er Chri4ina:, HolidaN.
Back on campus this quarter as Mrs. Donald Winston is the
; former Jean Louise Smith. She and Pfc. Winston were married over
I the holidays while the benedict was on leave from Kirtland, N. M.
Air Force base. The bride is a sophomore at San Jose State college.
a
Shiwin ahme are several of the 45 members. pledges. and guests
Calvary Methodist church was setting for the nuptial rites. The
of Delta Sigma l’hi fraternity, ho attended the dancing party held
recently at the chapter house The group danced to records, partook !new Mrs. Winston wore a wiute4
of punch and dougl ts, and was entertained by Delta Sigs Dale Isatin gown st led with a stand -,a,
Rennie and Joe Dorsa This 0as the first activity on the frars %%in- ’collar of rosepoint lace, a litt,q1 bridal in se nib I e. This orre
dressed in pale blur taffeta and
ter quarter agenda.
photo by Ken Maddus.
bodict, long lace -trimmed sleeses. carried baby rose+.
and a gathered entrain skirt. Her
.
, a,
Watt ow tsith the
fingertip illusion veil was secured
altar as Waller Eugene W
by a Juliet cap.
his brother. Stdolry Smith Ft
The bridal bouquet was com- lin Hale. and Chat les Galt s, .i,
posed of %%Into houvardia surcuests.
rounded bN green leaves. JeanThe bride is the dam.:1-r..t 4
(tItteenCc,inaritiltes took the role of honor Mr a nd ’Mrs (le. irge Sni II Jr.
Spinala. Their first child. GregHer gown of dusty Campbell lb r hLsband’s p is
it
ors Michael. 0a. horn Saturday.
pink satin was accented by a are Col and Mrs. 11.. L. %% no,003
n g the candidates for
A
matching Juliet cap and a bouquet .of I..,
Jan- 13. Ile "eighed 7 P"1111.1
Papa Thad is a senior joui nal- of blue carnations.
"First Baby of the Ir ear" was
ism
major.
He
and
his
family!
Ted Orhin Jones. son of Mr. and
The henedict’s sister. Barbara
Mrs. chuck Jones of 114 E. live at 37 S. 19th street.
Winston. na bridesmaid. She
Spartan (’it y. Ted disqualified
%Ion, an ice-blue fashioned Remit
himself by being born Decemlike the matron-of-honoes. Der
ber 14. The birth occurred in
Your headquarters
Monfort Ii as of pink carnations.
Sap
Jose hospital; the nest Linda and Barbara Sall Little
for the Bride
comer weighed 5 pounds, 10 and
tort, flower girls. complet--d the
one-half ounces.
and her Attendants
The new lather is a senior s_
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Rycrail
GETTING
cial science major at San Jos,
State college. Jones is a member gave an open house recently 1,;
reveal
the
then
engagement
of
of Theta Mu Sigma fraternity.
For lodges, fiestas, and wheMrs. Jones was graduated from daughter Suzanne. to Rudy NoaWe handle
you want to look most
of
kovich,
son
Mrs.
Mary
Novathe college June, 1949, with a
ENGAGEMENT
glamorous!
major in art. She was affiliated kovich of Santa Clara.
No wedding date was announced
WEDDING
with a national campus sorority.
help y,
Come .n sod ler
at that time.
INVITATIONS
worIN your problems

Infants Enter the Spartan
cent.: Pair are Both Sons
’fed Orbin Jones
in,.

Sibby’s

Rudy Norakorich,
Suzanne Ryeraft
Reveal Betrothal

MARRIED?

Michael Spinola

Nenly added to the ranks of
San Jose state college parents
are former Spartan Daily se -lbe
Thaddeus SO nola and Mrs.

Suzanne is a junior home economics major at San Jose State and
attended Harntell College in Salinas.
Rudy attended San JOSC schools
and is now employed in Watsonville by a transportation Him.

VICTOR LAMAR
PRINTING
$2 S. Secand

CY 4 6074

FORMALS
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If no answer. CY

of their accomplishment at a recent Monday night meeting. The
IFC trophy is awarded each quarter to the fraternity garnering the
highest overall grade point average. Theta Mu Sigma held a 1.6,
B average last Spring quarter,
which gave them the trophy for
the third time and permanent possession of it.

HEROLD’S

seventy- tour south fIrst street

oh,feAr.

CREATES A "SMASH HIT"

Miller-Garden
Betrothal Told
The engagement of Jean Garden and Alan Miller, former San
Jose State college student, was
revealed at a Christmas Eve open
house at the home of the brideelect’s parents. Mr. and Mrs.
James 1.. Garden, of San Jose.
Jean is a senior at Abraham
Lincoln high school and Alan, son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Pope of
this city, is an alumnus of that
school.
No date has been set for the
wedding.
--- About 25,000 students attended
colleges in Nebraska yearly.

DINAN’S
Comple
Fried
Cbicluen
Dinners
includ;ng

Dirivart

Proven popularity, proven qualaty, prosen fitting,
makes it possible for us to offer the -Smash Hit in black, white and tire colors . . bran
nary blur, red and green. tr loan

wear.
sothing finer. Select two or three toiors to make
quick change to go with any sports outfit.
Sea them on display.

3742

331 SOUTH FIRST

Theta Mu sigma. campus social
fraternity. Is the proud first permanent possessor of the Interfraternity Scholarship trophy. The
Theta !Wu% achieved the feat by
sunning the trophy three quarters.
The organization received news

3

995

195
OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT

5,

sl RT

Wedrit

N 11/.%11.Y

Spartan Varsity Cagers Play
lluntni Squad in Local Gym

January 17. 1951

’I hi lite
I It 114r Hand

Basketball stars & former years
will Ones -again display their cage,
prowess at San Jose State college
Febivary 3 when the Spartan var-1
sity most.. an alumni learn at

-- B, BOB cUINLAP1

,

Spartan gym.
Former Spartan cage captag
will be honorect between hals.
of the game. Many already ha%
signified their intention of bei!.
present.
The starting line-up for the
Alumni five probably will be
composed of the starting 1948
club. Al center, Chuck Hughes
will hold forth with Stu Inman
and Bob Hagen slated for the
Bob Wu...dhoti
fornard slots.
and Ralph Romero, also stars
on last season’s successful train.
is ill start at guard.
ither erstwhile San Jose stalwarts expected to play include
captain of the
Bert Robinson.
1942-43 and 1945-46 teams, Stu
!Carter, captain of the 1941-42,
I Red Kane, Junior Morgan, Hal
1946-47 captain, Hal
Sonntag,
Marks, and Lloyd Thomas who
captained the Spartan five 12
years ago.
Wuesthoff is currently assist -1
ing Spartan Coach Walt McPher-1
son with the basketball squad. In-1
man is teaching school near Fir’s no and playing amateur ball with,
a San Joaquin Valley club.
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Local Boxers Reach For
Washington State Squad
By JIM DOWNS
Coach Dee Portal’s Spartan boxing team finished its intensive
workouts yesterday and began tapering off today in preparation for
tomorrow night’s clash with pow- i
erful Washington State collegel
in the Men’s gym.
Metropolitan newspapers have’
installed the invading northerners as slight favorites to defeat
the Spartans. The Cougars have
a national champion and two coast
titlists on their squad. and last
week tied Idaho. 1950 NCAA
rhampions, 1-4 at Pullman. Wash
WS(’ will go into the meet
ith a 1-0 lead, meaning that
545
t capture the of the
remaining seven matches In order to upset the Cougars.
Portal has forfeited the 135-1h.
match because SJS is without an
adequate varsity opponent for
WSC’s Everett Conley, NCA A I
champ. Conley, however, is faced’
with the task of meeting the Spartans’ freshman sensation frot
Gary. Ind Charles Adkins. who .
ineligible for varsity compel it
in an exhibition match.

a C o 11 egiate c ha mp i on. 0 n t he r mez.
Those
; I
4
’-11.11
:,ig ,nt,I; in
other hand. Melson is the only
three -time winner of a Pacific ; action lalsel him the "Gentleman
Coast
Intercollegiate
boxing ’Jim" type of boxer. Others have
crown. He has held the coast ti- have called him a "pretty ho)".
tles in the 130-1b.,
’fleeter says of Nielson. "He’s
(Olympic year 1948), and the 123-1h. , the hardest man on the squad to
classes. He did not box last %ear. hit. Ile offers gloves, elbows,
The twee featherweights hese shoulders, and thin air to his opponents. Ile’s also clever anti fast"
Seheberies Meets Champ
Spartan Heavyweight Jack ScheIseries faces a supreme test in the
Christianson.
Cougars’
Ilubert
. The WSC heavy weighs 205 lbs..
but is known as a boxer rather
than a puncher. However, last

week he knocked out
Beguld en the second

Mary

r,

CLASSICAL
and
POPULAR

Two Champions to Collide
Adkins is the current AM’
lightweight c h a in p i o n. which
means the match Thursday will
pit two National champs against ]
Former holder of three l’ae it..
each other.
Coast Intercollegiate Meting t,
The Cougar lightweight has
ties. Washington state college
rated this praise from his coach.
Jackie MI.1,1111 I., tionnidered
Ike Deeter: ’Conley is one of
of the finest collegiate hovers en
the hest boxers in Washington
the nation. Ther a sear’s las-0.11
Known to San Jose State college fans as "Little Mae". Mac
he. meets selS’s Mac Martine-,
States history."
Martinez faces one of the toughest tests of his ring career tomorrow
tomorrow.
A crowd pleaser, Conley is a
night when he faces Washington State college Jackie MePoen. Martinez won the National Collegiate 125-11). championship last year at never-say-die boxer, being knock- met once Nihon% Martinez oinState College, Penn. A pre-ministry major. Martinez defeated Nel- ed down only once in his career.
son too years ago in the semi-finals of the NCAA tournament. .4c- He is reputed to be a hard punch- ning a close decision in the. secording to "Little Mae" it was one of the toughest matches of his er and a clever boxer with excep- mi-finals of the 1949 N( .11.1s
tional ability to counter-punch.
tournament.
Adkir.s is a master stylist. Por"It was one of the toughest
tal says of him, "There isn’t a matches I’ve ever had," says Marboxer on the squad who can hit
him."
Martinez Faces Test
The top official match of It
evening’s program is shaping up
Wrestling takes the local sports weight division, Al Cadena or between the Spartans’ Mac Marspotlight tonight when the Stan- Jean Snyder.
tinez and WSC’s Jackie Melson in
DOW NTOWN
ford university mat team invades
The referee will be Martin Oli- the 125-1b. class.
57 N. 1st St.
Spartan gymnasium for a 7:30 varrai, former San Jose State colMartinez is the current Natior.
o’clock dual match against Coach lege grappler now coaching at Mt.
CY 5-9979
Ted Mumby’s strong San Jose Diablo Union High schol at ConALL AT ONCE
Alb...
Eddie
Ball.
Lucille
State college grapplers.
cord.
SALT LAKE CITY 1UP1
"THE FULLER BRUSH GIRL
FOR HEAVEN S SAKE
the Lee Gardner
in
Pocketbooks
Tourney
Entry
Novice
Blanks
Teams comprised of juniorAt,, -The Fiqhting Stalr,
Also ’County Fir
Entry blanks for the Fourth family take a beating when Dec. 1
tarsity and freshman wrestlers
rolls around each year and not
Ar.nual
Novice
Wrestling
tournafrom the two schools will meet
400 S. 1st Si.
S. lit at Sacn VS o21,4-6a7d7o8r
On that
because of Christmas.
in a 6 o’clock preliminary.
- ment are available at the PhysicCY 4-0083
Jr.
twins:
Lee
and
the
Sr.
Lee
day,
department
Education
al
and
The local grapplers will be try.r.
Techn,co,-.
HOMESTRETCH
birththeir
celebrate
Ray,
all
and
A’$o
BRANDED
as1
in
Aim n Ladd
ing for their second straight dual should be filled out as soon
Also
days.
Jo* Kirkw$ od Jr. James Gleason
match victory. The Spartans drop- possible, Ted Mumby, SJS mat ,
coach, announced yesterday.
III
r,
Be
Yours
Circle
Squared
in
The
to
the
presented
Palook
he
ped their season opener to a
"Jo.
trophies will
Elimination matches will take
strong San Diego Naval Training
winning coach in each tourna145 S. 1st St.
64CSy. 2579d859+3.
center aggregation here Wednes- place during the week of Feb. 5-9, ment.
CY 3-3353
day. but defeated the veteran San and as far as possible, all eliminaThe outstanding wrestler of
Ales Guinness
Quentin squad 24-13 Friday even- tion matches will be contested each tourney also will receive a
"RENEGADES OF RIO GRANDE"
during the regular wrestling class trophy.
ing.
I -KIND HEARTS AND CORONETSAke
periods.
Win Fourth Straight
’NFATH B9nOKLYN BRIDGFAlso ’Beware of Pity"
will
wrestle
teams
Fraternity
San Jose State college’s Raider
teams,
and
fraternity
against
wrestlers also won their fourth
263 S. Ist St.
ENJOY BETTER MOVIES
against
successive Northern California Ju- non -fraternity squads
CY 3-1953
aggregations.
non-fraternity
by selecting your evening’s
nior Wrestling tournament chamEleanor Partici., Patricia Neal,
Medals will be presented to finpionship at the Berkeley YMCA
entertainment from the
Ruth Roman in "THREE SECRETS"
alists of each division in the two
Saturday.
shields
or
Perpetual
tournaments.
DAILY’S THEATRE LISTINGS
Also -Where Danger 1j"
Strength of the Indian var-

and albums
ON SALE
1 2 Price

CAMPI’S

Raider Wrestlers Face
Stanford Here Tonight

cpartet chow ciate

CALIFORNIA "V 31sior, CREST
GAY

STUDIO

PADRE

JOSE

STATE

sity is unknoss n but Mmnby is
taking no chance’s. The San Jose
mat mentor is sending his top
wrestlers against the men from
the farm.

The Spartan mat lire -up will
include in the 123-1b. class, Ko
Toyota; 130-1b., Ben Ichikawa;
137-1b., Lou Calvetti or Duane
Armstrong: 147-1b., Bill Wardrup;
1.57-1b., Frank Waxham, co-captain; 167-113., Lee Jordan, co-captain; 177-1b., Lou Menghini or
Dick Shields: and in the heavy-

Mom. Dad,
or Friends
Coming?
They
will enjoy
accommodations
at the beautiful new

COLONIAL MOTEL

BAYSHORE HIWAY, Just North of
30th & E. Serifs Clara Sfs.
One of San Jose’s Finest
AAA-Approved

CY 4-6075
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ITALIAN FOOD
DELICIOUS
ITALIAN DINNERS
Fea+Jring

BOWL FOR . . .

HOME-MADE RAVIOLI

AMUSEMENT

Come as you ars

at the Home of

Week Days $1.40
Sundays & Holidays $1.65

Spartan Bowlers

Private Banquet Room

MEN’S PL CLASSES
HEW HERE

HOT FOOD
TO TAKE OUT

Fred

THE ITALIAN
RESTAURANT

12 Lanes

DOwnStairS

CY 4-5045
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Mario Lanza. Kathryn Groyson
"THE TOAST OF NEW ORLEANS"

FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 AM.

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara

MAYFAIR 2""lcsyl.a-5a
.
Arniach
’WING AND A PRAYER’
Also "Submarine Patrol’

966 F

SANTA CLARA Sa.AX c

I

Robert Mitchum
"WHERE DANGER LIVES
At.... 0.I 159’

DRIVE-IN

Spaghetti. qt 95c Re’ s qt. 7k
A quart o( each feeds sic

175 SAN AUGUSTINE ST.

Also "Lady Wittiest’, A Passport-

Duffy- Pa’s- -1

We feature full line of
Bowling Ball Bags and Shoos

Open 11.30 AM. .9 P.M.

1165 Lincoln Aee
Willow Glen
CY 3-91116C
J;iierry Duran.. Deltoid O’Connor
"THE MILKMAN"

GARDEN

CY 3-972

EL RANCHO

Anna at Almaden

CY 4-2041

..16$epn Doreen
"UNDER TWO FLAGS- Tito Lady Tales A Chance
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DA
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"THE SLEEPING CITY’
Also Holy Yeti. 195C

SI DRIVE-IN

IL Gish Pi

Jeer1,.r’o Ann Dvorak
THE RETURN OF Jf5r,F
Also "T.4

the BEST Movies
are listed in the
SPARTAN DAILY
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The new program would be
automatic and without cost to the
serviceman. Upon dea t h of a
serviceman, the government would
pay his beneficiaries $10.000 in
equal monthly payments over
period of 10 years.
ANYTIMEDay or Night . . .
Coffee and Donuts at

DIERKS
371 West San Carlos

BO,N
APPETIT

Dinners . . .
. . . Banquet Room
I Mile North of Mt. View
Rop, Fre’:er, State
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Closed Mondays Si Tuesdays

LARGEST AND

FINEST LOW-PRICED CAR!
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WASHINGTON, Jan. 16. t UP4
The House Veterans committee
today unanimously approved leg’station to give all servicemen free
insurance of $10,000.
Except for minor changes, the
bill is like one which was passed
by the house in the closing days
of the last congress but allowed
to die in the senate.
The free insurance would supplant the present program of optional National Service Life insurance. Millions of servicemen
have bought NSI.1 policies since
the start of World War II.
No more such policies would be
sold under the bill approved today. However, rights of men who
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use to their

It has that longer, lower, wider big-car look!

.0111"i

AMERICAN BEAUTY DESIGN Brilliant new
. teatiiiing new grille, tender moldings
styling .
and rear -end design . . . going CheYrolet that
longer. lower, wider big-car look.

!..;tr,

e.44.441ing to Mr Faits mil NV tie
tits. I ’ollege Sets ice Fonds cownt h e chairman
sehislat ship% a re ba
I IIII.11 It, tin 114.11.
taking into

...tr.oleration the chararter and
;worms.- of the. applicant and her
holaiship.’ Clements explained.
’
candidate should have a
religioner hackgtound and
eferably \011ie church off ilia 4414, ’ he allti,r1
Fut ther information regarding
these lehrilarstaps may he obi ii tied ft urn Doan 441 1,Voill.‘11 lielen
Boom 19, or Sir. Cie444ents, Room

I. oriner Spartan
tppears in *Lift.’
It you were thumhini.

the Jan. 1 issue of Lite magazine
and t /knight you recogt i eti the
lag blond hulk flexing :II Santa
\fonica’s "Muscle Bench, shitnces
are you probably did.
That blond muscle-bound man is
Tom liumphr-y, former Sin Jose
State college r.-mnastie

ilet

Hum-

attended SJS in 19-19. He
of the onmastic
was ea pt is
tis.rn. and placed in the finals of
the CCAA gymnastic meet He
recently transferred to UCLA.
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AMERICA -PREFERRED BODIES BY FISHER
-With strikingly beautiful lines, contours and
colors . . plus extra sturdy Fisher Unisteel construction, and Curved Windshield with Panoramic
isibilirs.
MODERN -MODE INTERIORS -With upholstery and appointments of outstanding quality ...
and with e-tra generous seating room for driver
and all passengers on big. deep, "Five-Foot Seats."
SAFETY -SIGHT INSTRUMENT PANEL-Salm
more efficient with overhanging upper ctown to
eliminate reflections in windshield ... and with
plait,. easy -to -read instruments in two large
cIlhiets.

4.0)
si,050

MORE

MORE POWERFUL JUMBO -DRUM BRAKES
(with Dubt-Life rivetless broke linings) largest bralci in the entire low -price field . . .
giving maximum stopping -power with up to 25%
less dtiver effort -and longer brake life.

Here’s America’s largest and finest low-priced car-the newest of all new
automobiles -as trustworthy as it is thrifty to buy, operate and maintain.
New with that longer, lower, wider big-car look! New in its strikingly
smarter Fisher Body styling and beautifully tailored Modern-Mode interiors! New in safety, new in steering ease, new in feature after feature!
Moreover, it’s thoroughly proved in all things, from the finer no-shift
driving of its Powerglide Automatic Transmission, or the finer standard
driving of its Synchro-Mesh Transmission to the fleet, frugal performance
of its Valve-in-Head engine.
Come in-see and drive America’s largest and finest low-priced car Chevrolet for ’51 -the only car that brings you so many big-car advantages at such low cost!

PLUS TIME-PROVED POWER ighk&
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
-proved by more than a billion miles of performance in the hands of
hundreds of thousands of owners. *Combination of Powerglide Automatic
Transmission and 105-h.p. Engine optional on De Lute models at extra cost.

IMPROVED CENTER -POINT STEERING fond
Center -Point Design) Making steering ertra
(141, . lust as Chevrolet’s famous Knee-Action Ride
is y:omfortatile beyond comparison in its price
range.
PEOPLE

BUY CHEVROLETS

THAN

ANY OTHER

CARI

phrey

See it at your local Chevrolet Dealer’s

